In F' strains of Escherichia coli, the loss of the sex factor (F) can be demonstrated by plating cells on a medium suitable for the detection of genetic alleles present on the episome. For example, cells which carry F-lac+ and a mutant lac locus on the chromosome will produce lac+ colonies if the episome is retained, and lac-colonies if it is lost (1). That the entire episome has been lost in the latter case can be verified by appropriate tests for Fgoverned properties (e.g., adsorption of malespecific phages, activity as a donor in conjugation, etc.).
Cells carrying either temperature-sensitive sex factors or chromosomal mutations which affect the maintenance of the sex factor at high temperatures have been produced by mutagenesis. When such cells are grown at low temperature (30 to 37 C), the sex factor is normally retained. When they are grown at high temperature (42 to 44 C) and tested in the manner described above, a certain fraction of the cells can be shown to produce episomenegative daughter cells at each division. In contrast, wild-type F' cells retain the episome when grown at either low or high temperature, i.e., the episome appears to be completely heat-stable. (The term "wild-type" is used here to describe an F' strain which has not been selected for temperature sensitivity of the episome.)
This note reports experiments which demonstrate (i) the previously undetected temperature sensitivity of wild-type sex factors, (ii) the dependence of high-temperature maintenance of a wild-type sex factor on the chromosomal background, and (iii) the relationship of the kinetics of sex factor loss to the probability of mating and reinfection at cell densities high enough to permit cell contact.
We have found that the wild-type episomes F-gal (F8), F-lac (F42), and F+ (Fl) demonstrate temperature sensitivity if they are kept at very low cell density (less than 5 x 104 cells/ml) while they are grown at temperatures of 42 to 44 C for several generations (Fig. 1) . For the purposes of this experiment the three episomes were crossed into and examined in the same wild-type chromosomal background (AB3448). It is clear that F-gal, F-lac, and F+ are steadily lost from the cultures grown at 43 C so that, at the end of four generations, the episomes appear in only 50% of the resulting populations. These episomes show no evidence of elimination from the 37 C control cultures.
Although the amount of loss is remarkably similar for each of the three episomes tested when they are examined in isogenic backgrounds, the amount of F' loss varies greatly when a given episome is tested in a variety of chromosomal backgrounds. For example, Fig.  2 shows F-gal loss at 43 C in four diverse background strains. Three of these strains are wild-type, while one is known to carry an EMS-induced chromosomal mutation, seg-1 which causes easily detectable loss of F-gal in clonal growth on plates incubated at 42 C. Figure 2 clearly demonstrates the presence of unselected chromosomal factors which modify the effect of high temperature on F-maintenance. These experiments were again done with cultures kept at low cell density.
It may be of some interest to compare the genetic histories of the three seg+ strains for which F-gal loss is presented in Fig. 2 higher rate of loss is seen in str which differs from E. coli K-12 E mutation, galT12. The highest l approaching that of the seg-1 mu in strain AB3447, which differs f by an EMS-induced mutation in t It is not possible to tell which evc sponsible for the differences in e bility shown by these three ge grounds. Figure 3 presents a comparison 3447) loss at 43 C in a low-der maintained at 101 to 5 x 104 ce parallel culture inoculated at 2 x 103 cells/ml and allowed to grow undiluted to approximately 2 x 108 cells/ml (B) , and a culture grown from the same initial inoculum source but kept by dilution at 2 x 108 to 6 x 10O cells/ml and in log-phase growth for several hours (C).
The high-cell-density, log-phase culture (C) showed no F-gal loss at all. The undiluted lowcell-density culture (B) showed "recovery" of F-gal after reaching 6 x 105 cells/ml. As before, the culture maintained at low cell density (A) throughout the course of the experiment showed continuous F-gal loss.
The "recovery" of gal+ subclones in culture (B) is not attributable to the appearance of 5 6 7 large numbers of mutant temperature-resistant episomes nor to the integration of the gal+ alvild-type epi-lele into the chromosome. A sample of the gal+ )unds. All cul-subclones which appeared in samples taken ,l of complete after the culture reached high cell density was !warmed 43 C tested for maleness with R-17 male-specific K 103 cells/ml phage and for heat sensitivity by a further C. During the round of growth at high temperature and low entration was cell density. 
